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Real-time insights into the rapidly evolving landscape.

COVID-19 Brand Navigator
What changed this week?

1.

The intensity of concern increased slightly since last week, but
the outlook continues to improve.

2.

As we adjust to the new normal, individuals are opting to seek
updates less often.

3.

Confidence in the Government has increased over Easter
weekend and remained high since.

COVID-19 Brand Navigator
What changed this week?

1.

On Thursday, the PM announced that the
current restrictions will remain in place for
at least another month.

2.

The Treasury has estimated that
unemployment could rise to 10% in June,
lowered from 15% due to the $130b
economic stimulus package.

3.

Term two began on Wednesday, with most
students learning from home. The
Government has faced some criticism for
sending “mixed messages” with the PM
urging teachers to keep schools open.

Source: Ten Daily, 9 News, ABC News, The Age

The intensity of concern increased slightly since
last week
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Q. What is your overall level of concern about COVID-19?
Base: 27-29 March n=1000; biweekly pulses n=200

Though the number of new daily cases has dropped
substantially, the Prime Minister has announced that current
restrictions will remain in place for another month (source:
ABC News)

Significantly higher / lower than the
previous period at 95% confidence

Despite this, the outlook continues to improve
EXPECTATIONS OF THE PANDEMIC
Compared to last week, today
is…

Compared to today, next week
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Q. Thinking about the entire COVID-19 situation (including its impact on health, economy, society, social distancing, etc.), compared to this time last week, how do you feel the situation is today? Q Still thinking about the entire
COVID-19 situation, how do you feel the situation will be this time next week? Q And how do you feel the situation will be in 3 months?
Significantly higher / lower than the
Base: 27-29 March n=1000; biweekly pulses n=200
previous period at 95% confidence

As we adjust to the new normal, individuals are
opting to seek updates less often
FREQUENCY OF UPDATES
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I never actively look
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Q. How often do you actively look for information or news about COVID-19? Q. How well do you feel you understand the current situation and everything that’s going on?
Base: 27-29 March n=1000; biweekly pulses n=200

Significantly higher / lower than the
previous period at 95% confidence

Gauging Australians’
sentiment towards
institutions and society

Confidence in the Government reaches a new high
ATTITUDES : GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
% Strongly Agree/Agree

Key Developments
▪ Term two began for Victorian students on Wednesday, with 97%
of students learning online/from home.

I have confidence in the Government's ability to handle this
The Government has been sending mixed messages that are confusing for the public
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▪ The Government has faced some backlash from Victorian
principals for inconsistent messaging, after the PM’s message
to teachers to keep schools open on Wednesday (source: The
Age).
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I have confidence in the Government’s
ability to handle this crisis (65%)
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The Government has been sending mixed
messages that are confusing for the public
(48%)
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Q. How strongly do you agree / disagree with each of the below?
Base: 27-29 March n=1000; biweekly pulses n=200
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Significantly higher / lower than the
previous period at 95% confidence

Despite improving health figures, poor economic
forecasts could be contributing to increased concern
ATTITUDES: THE ECONOMY
% Strongly Agree/Agree

Key Developments
▪ The Treasury announced this week that unemployment has
risen to 5.2% in March, and is projected to double to 10% in
June.

I'm worried about job security
I feel very secure financially
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▪ According to a SEEK Employment Report, job ad volume is
down 33.9% compared to March 2019.
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Q. How strongly do you agree / disagree with each of the below?
Base: 27-29 March n=1000; biweekly pulses n=200
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Significantly higher / lower than the
previous period at 95% confidence

Over the last week, people have begun feeling less
individualistic
ATTITUDES: SOCIAL VS. INDIVIDUALISM
% Strongly Agree/Agree
Prioritising myself/my family is the most important thing

I think we are more likely to look out for one another now
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Q. How strongly do you agree / disagree with each of the below?
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Significantly higher / lower than the
previous period at 95% confidence

Following a slight dip earlier this week, the level of
worry has returned to pre-Easter levels
ATTITUDES: MENTAL HEALTH
% Strongly Agree/Agree

Key Developments
▪ Lifeline received 3,197 calls on Good Friday, and 90,000 calls last
month (source: The Age).

I am putting on a brave face but privately I am really worried
I feel like things will never be the same again
I feel isolated and alone

▪ Recent economic forecasts of a possible economic depression
could be increasing anxiety amongst Australians
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Significantly higher / lower than the
previous period at 95% confidence

As the outlook and level of concern fluctuate, attitudes
towards life post-crisis have remained stable
ATTITUDES: LIFE MORE BROADLY
% Strongly Agree/Agree
This crisis has made me reconsider what I really want out of life

We will get through this and be stronger because of it
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Significantly higher / lower than the
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